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A Kind of Optimization Method of Loading Documents in
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SUMMARY As a giant in open source community, OpenOffice.org
has become the most popular office suite within Linux community. But
OpenOffice.org is relatively slow while loading documents. Research
shows that the most time consuming part is importing one page of whole
document. If there are many pages in a document, the accumulation of
time consumed can be astonishing. Therefore, this paper proposes a solu-
tion, which has improved the speed of loading documents through asyn-
chronous importing mechanism: a document is not imported as a whole,
but only part of the document is imported at first for display, then mecha-
nism in the background is started to asynchronously import the remaining
parts, and insert it into the drawing queue of OpenOffice.org for display. In
this way, the problem can be solved and users don’t have to wait for a long
time. Application start-up time testing tool has been used to test the time
consumed in loading different pages of documents before and after opti-
mization of OpenOffice.org, then, we adopt the regression theory to anal-
yse the correlation between the page number of documents and the loading
time. In addition, visual modeling of the experimental data are acquired
with the aid of matlab. An obvious increase in loading speed can be seen
after a comparison of the time consumed to load a document before and
after the solution is adopted. And then, using Microsoft Office compared
with the optimized OpenOffice.org, their loading speeds are almost same.
The results of the experiments show the effectiveness of this solution.
key words: OpenOffice.org, loading document, optimization, asyn-
chronous import

1. Introduction

OpenOffice.org [1] is a cross-platform-friendly software
suite which can run in Windows, Linux, Macintosh, Solaris
and other operating systems. It is compatible with other
office suites. What’s more, OpenOffice.org is a free soft-
ware, and anyone is free to download, use, and develop it
further [2]. Therefore, it is becoming more and more pop-
ular. However, OpenOffice.org is relatively slow in load-
ing documents, particularly large files, and sometimes, the
users have to wait for a intolerable period of time. Conse-
quently, it is necessary to optimize the loading mechanism
of OpenOffice.org in order to solve this problem.

As for document loading, People have been studying
how to solve the problem of slow document loading speed
of OpenOffice.org, and many ways are available, such as
pre-loading techniques [6]: an instance of OpenOffice.org is
written into the memory before any document is opened, so
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that subsequent documents can be opened in a shorter time.
However, although the speed is faster, the instance will oc-
cupy system resources. There are still many other ways:
parameters can be added to optimize the loading speed of
OpenOffice.org, or a new and much steadier version of Gcc
can be adopted to carry out the compiling process, or a larger
memory can be used, or configuration of OpenOffice.org
(such as changing the size of Graphics cache) can be per-
formed. These methods, however, are an optimization of
operating system, rather than of OpenOffice.org itself. This
paper will put forward an asynchronous loading method to
improve the loading speed of OpenOffice.org by changing
the mechanism of loading documents.

Asynchronous loading method has been studied ex-
tensively in different areas. Among those researches, the
optimization of the loading speed of web pages gains the
most attention. Zhang Xincun, from Shanghai Jiaotong
University, implemented a method of asynchronous load-
ing of web pages based on product structure tree, which en-
ables equipment manufacturing enterprises to organize and
access a huge amount of product data rapidly and accu-
rately in a web environment, thus facilitating the publishing
and promotion of product information as well as the digi-
talization of management [3]. Andi Ahmad Dahlan, from
Ritsumeikan University, put forward a method called Asyn-
chronous Predictive Fetch to optimize the loading speed
of web pages [4]. The emergence of Ajax technology is
an indication of the full development of the asynchronous
loading method of web pages [5]. Asynchronous loading
method can also be used in the field of digital circuit.
For example, Paul J. Patchen and Arlington put forward
a method called asynchronously loadable D-TYPT FLIP,
which, compared with conventional method, used less ac-
tive devices and smaller filp-flop cell. As for documents
loading in OpenOffice.org, there is hardly any research in
asynchronous loading method. This paper proposes a kind
of asynchronous loading method which can greatly increase
the loading speed of documents in OpenOffice.org.

2. The Principle of Loading Documents in
OpenOffice.org

2.1 Supported File Formats of OpenOffice.org

As one of the world’s leading open source software,
OpenOffic.org can compete with software products of MS
Office, greatly breaking its monopoly in the field of office
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software. Now OpenOffic.org is becoming more and more
popular among enthusiasts of open source software. Of-
fice suites, like RedOffice Chinese 2000, NeoShine Office,
are all successful secondary developments on the basis of
OpenOffic.org.

In the information age, documents are still the main
medium of information exchange. However, for various rea-
sons, each software adopts its own format as its document
storage standard. To avoid the incompatibilities between
various documents, OASIS (Open Document Format for Of-
fice Applications), an international consortium, proposed to
create structured documents, that is to use a definite, unam-
biguous way to organize the parts of a document. In order to
solve the problem of incompatibilities between documents,
OASIS defines the standard formatted file for office software
development - OpenDocument [7], [8]. OpenDocument is a
new generation of standard file format for office software. It
provides formats for word processing, spreadsheets, presen-
tations and other formats. OpenOffice.org uses OpenDocu-
ment as its default storage format for the documents. In fact,
an OpenOffice.org document is a compressed file (.zip). If
we change the file extension of an OpenOffice.org document
to “zip”, and unzip it, we can see that there are a lot of XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) files, which contain the con-
tents and information of documents. It is parsing the XML
files that makes it slower to open an OpenOffice.org docu-
ment. By using XML files to store content and information,
OpenOffice.org can separate content from style, and make
its documents much smaller. At the same time, when a doc-
ument is stored as XML format, its content can be accessed
not only through OpenOffice.org, but also through certain
Programming [9];

2.2 The Principle of Loading Documents in
OpenOffice.org

OpenOffice.org supports many kinds of file formats, includ-
ing its own format OpenDocument as well as the format of
MS-Document. The loading processes of them are similar.

While loading a document, OpenOffice.org will first be
read in the whole document at a time, and then display it.
Obviously, when the document is very large, users will have
to wait for a long time and sometimes the waiting can be
intolerable. Because MS Powerpoint is widely used, here
we will take the loading of MS Powerpoint as an example to
illustrate the process of loading a document [10] (the cases
of other documents are similar).

OpenOffice.org uses class SdDrawDocument to model
the whole presentation [11], and when opening a PPT doc-
ument, OpenOffice.org creates a SdDrawDocument object
for it. Each page in the slide is represented by an object Sd-
Page. The following table lists classes closely related to the
loading of PPT documents. They are illustrated as Table 1.

The process of loading a PPT document is as follows:
(1) When a PPT document is opened, object DrawDoc-

Shell is created to provide some essential operations, such
as Open, Save and Save As. Then method ConvertFrom() is

Table 1 Classes related to the loading of PPT documents.

class main function
DrawDocShell Provides some essential operations

such as Open and Save
SdPPTFilter Document filter, used to filter

PPT documents
SdPPTImport Provides the interface for method

to import PPT documents
ImplSdPPTImport Implements the import process

of PPT documents
SdrPowerpointImport Imports one page of a PPT

documents
SlideSorterView Provides a sort view for all slides
DrawView Draws views for a slide
SdDrawDocument Draws the whole document
SdPage Represents a page of a document

Fig. 1 The process of importing a PPT document.

called. This method will call the relevant classes of filter ac-
cording to the type of the file to be imported. Since here the
file type is PPT document, an object of class SdPPTFilter is
created.

(2) After object SdPPTFilter is created, the method Im-
port() of object SdPPTFilter is called to import the doc-
ument. This method then performs some initialization
settings and property settings and hands the job to class
SdPPTImport.

(3) class SdPPTImport provides the interface for
method Import() to import PPT documents.

(4) The object of class ImplSdPPTImport will call
method Import() to implement the import process of PPT
documents. Method Import() first creates a master page, im-
ports an object for it, and then starts importing slides. The
process of importing is like this: first the number of pages
is obtained, then a pointer SdPage is created for every slide,
finally method ImportPage(), a method of class SdrPower-
pointImport (the parent class of class ImplSdPPTImport), is
called to insert the contents of the slide to the object to which
SdPage points. Thus a slide is imported. All the slides can
be imported by repeating Step Four.

(5) After all the slides are imported, SlideSortView and
DrawView are created to display them.

The process of importing a PPT document is illustrated
in Fig. 1:

Till now the overall process of importing a PPT docu-
ment is discussed. This process also applies to the case when
importing other types of documents except that different fil-
ters are called. This mechanism causes OpenOffice.org to
open a document slowly. Therefore, it is necessary to opti-
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mize this mechanism.

2.3 The Bottleneck of Loading Documents in
OpenOffice.orgs

Based on test, we have found out that for OpenOffice.org,
in the process of importing a document, the method Import-
Page() of SdrPowerpointImport, which is used to import one
page of all slides, is the most time-consuming method. Al-
though it takes a short time to import a single page, when
there are many pages, time consumed can be astonishing.
Therefore, to increase the speed of importing documents,
the accumulation of time must be minimized.

In OpenOffice.org, Import(), a method of class ImplS-
dPPTImport, will first import all slides of a document at a
time before they are drawn and displayed. This mechanism
has led to the accumulation of time consumed to import the
slides by calling method ImportPage() of class SdrPower-
pointImport. The bottleneck of opening a PPT document
lies on importing all slides of a document at a time before
they are displayed. Therefore, to reduce the time consumed
to load the PPT documents, we can first import a part of the
document and immediately draw and display it, and then,
while displaying, import the remaining part step by step. In
this way we get the asynchronous importing method.

3. Optimization Algorithm for Loading Documents in
OpenOffice.org

3.1 Ways to Improve the Efficiency of Loading Docu-
ments in OpenOffice.org

In Sects. 2.2 and 2.3, this paper has analyzed the process and
bottleneck of loading documents in OpenOffice.org. Never-
theless, besides mechanism of importing, it also takes much
time for OpenOffice.org to parsing and typesetting the docu-
ments. Therefore, there are three ways to increase the speed
of loading documents: First, to increase the speed of parsing
the documents by adopting fast parsing algorithms; Second,
to increase the speed of typesetting by improving the strat-
egy of typesetting; Third, to increase the speed of importing
by optimizing the mechanism of importing. This paper will
adopt the last method to optimize the mechanism of loading
documents.

3.2 Optimizing and Improving OpenOffice.org

From the above analysis, we know the mechanism of load-
ing documents in OpenOffice.org and optimizing the pro-
cess of loading means to import parts of a document asyn-
chronously instead of importing a whole document at a time.
The overall thought of asynchronous import is like this: first,
a threshold is defined as FirstLoadPageNum, to indicate the
number of slides imported at a time; then get the total num-
ber of pages of a PPT document TotalPageCount. When it
is less than FirstLoadPageNum, it is imported as usual; oth-
erwise, a pointer pPage is constructed to point to this page,

and its contents will not be imported. These pointers are
saved in a List for later asynchronous import. After all the
pages are scanned, they will be drawn and displayed. At
this time, a timer will be started in the background to trig-
ger the mechanism of asynchronous import, which fetches
a pointer pPage, deletes it from a List, fills its contents and
then calls the relevant method to import this page. Then the
page is inserted into the queue of drawing. This process can
be call a cycle. Subsequent cycles will go on until the whole
document is imported. That is the overall thought of asyn-
chronous import, which avoids the advantage of importing
the whole document at a time.

3.3 The Improved Methods of Loading Presentation Doc-
ument in OpenOffice.org

The Sect. 3.2 describes the general idea of asynchronously
loading the document in OpenOffice.org. In this section, we
load a specific document in OpenOffice.org, that is a pre-
sentation file, to illustrate how to realize asynchronous im-
porting algorithm. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, a presentation
document in OpenOffice.org is expressed by class SdDraw-
Document, while a slide in the document is represented by
class SdPage. To achieve algorithm of asynchronous load-
ing presentation file in OpenOffice.org, the class closely re-
lated to the loading documents should be needed to make
the following modified expansion:

Step1: Modify the class SdPage representing a slide,
and add two Boolean variables mbIsImported and mbIsIm-
porting to the class SdPage, which are used to respectively
indicate the slide that has been imported completely and the
slide that is in the process of loading, and then respectively
add methods of the corresponding setter and getter.

Step2: Modify the class SdDrawDocument represent-
ing the whole presentation, add a boolean variable mbDo-
cLoaded to the class, denote that the current document has
been imported completely, and then add the corresponding
methods of setter and getter. By default, the member vari-
able is TRUE, only if the total number of document pages
exceeds the threshold value FirstLoadPageNum, its value is
set to FALSE. Adding a vector mNotLoadPPTVec to store
the slide pointer pPage whose contents are not imported.

Step3: Adding the method ImportSlidePage() to the
class ImplSdPPTImport which realizes the importing of
slide in order to indicate that a slide has been imported. In
the method ImportSlidePage(), determining whether a given
pPage has been imported or is being imported. If it has been
imported or is being imported, then return FALSE, which
indicates that the page needs no longer be imported again;
If the page has not been imported, setting the pPage’s state
as being imported, and doing some pre-settings before im-
ported, then calling the method ImportPage() of the class
SdrpointpointImport to complete the import of the page.

Step4: In the class SdPPTImport, add the method Im-
portSlidePage(), indicating that a slide has been imported.
This method will delegate the task of importing a slide to
the method ImportSlidePage() of class ImplSdPPTImport.
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Step5: In the filter class of SdPPTFilter, add the
method ImportSlidePage(), which calls ImportSlidePage()
of the class SdPPTImport to complete the import of one
slide.

Step6: Add the method StartLoadTimer() in the class
SdDrawDocument, which is used to express that a timer is
started at intervals.

Step7: Add a method in the drawing class SlideSorter-
View which is used to invoke the method StartLoadTimer(),
and complete the import of not imported page.

3.4 Asynchronously Loading Document Algorithm of
OpenOffice.org

After the modification to the relevant class during the
OpenOffice.org loading procedure in the Sect. 3.3, the al-
gorithm of asynchronous importing documents in OpenOf-
fice.org can be described as follows:

Step1: Utilize the modified method in the Sect. 3.3 to
replace the relevant class in the OpenOffice.org.

Step2: Open the document, create the object DrawDoc-
Shell, and call the method ConvertFrom() of DrawDocShell.

Step3: The ConvertFrom() method invokes different
filters according to the type of imported files. Assuming
that imported file is the format of PPT (similar for other for-
mats), so as to create the object of the class SdPPTFilter, and
import documents by calling the method Import() of SdPPT-
Filter.

Step4: After SdPPTFilter is gone through some opera-
tions of initialization, call the method Import() of the class
SdPPTImport;

Step5: The method Import() of the class SdPPTImport
delegate the task of import to the method Import() of the
class ImplSdPPTImport which is class SdPPTImport’s real-
ization.

Step6: Obtain the total number of document pages,
and judge whether it exceeds the initial one-time import-
ing threshold FirstLoadPageNum, if not, go to Step 6; If the
number exceeds the specified threshold FirstLoadPageNum,
go to Step7.

Step7: Call the method ImportPage() of class SdrPow-
erpointImport to import the slide, and determine whether it
is the last page, if it is, go to Step 8, otherwise go to Step 5.

Step8: Construct a null pointer pPage, then inserte
pPage without contents into the vector mNotLoadPPTVe-
cof the class SdDrawDocument, and set mbDocLoaded as
FALSE, indicating that the document load is not completed.
At the same time, set mbIsImported of the page pointed
by pPage as FALSE, indicating that page has not been im-
ported. Judge whether the document number is the last page,
if it is, go to Step 8, otherwise go to Step 5;

Step9: Create SlideSortView and DrawView to display
the document, followed by the drawing and displaying of
the document;

Step10: In the process of drawing determines whether
the document is imported completely, if not, the Slider-
SorterView calls StartLoadTimer () to start the timer, and

Fig. 2 Asynchronously loading document flow chart of OpenOffice.org.

go to Step 10, otherwise go to Step 13;
Step11: Activate the mechanism of importing docu-

ment, and determine whether the mNotLoadedPPTVec of
SdDrawDocument is empty, if empty, go to Step 13; If
not, take a pointer pPage out from the vector mNotLoad-
edPPTVec and remove it from the mNotLoadPPTVec, then
fill the content of pPage.

Step12: Call the method ImportSlidePage() of the class
SdPPTFilter to import a slide, and set the mbIsImported of
this slide as TRUE.

Sterp13: Judge whether the time of timer is up. if it is,
go to Setp 10, otherwise continue to wait until the time is
up, then go to Step 10.

Step14: The document is imported completely. These
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are the steps of the asynchronous importing algorithm of
OpenOffice.org. Figure 2 is a flow chart of the algorithm.

4. Evaluation

4.1 The Theory of Simple Linear Regression

We use regression analysis theory in mathematical statistics
to research the correlation between the page number of doc-
uments and loading time. Since we only focus on the impact
of loading speed on document pages, so we choose the sim-
ple regression analysis.

First of all, let’s look at the regression theory. Sim-
ple regression is to study the relationship between the ran-
dom variable y and the general variable x, for each x with a
determined value,y is a random variable with a determined
distribution. Although the value of y can not be determined
by the value of x, from statistical significance, it is hoped
that the value of x can determine the average of y, that is
E(y) = μ(x). The basis of regression analysis is to search
the expression E(y) = μ(x) of the functional relationship
between the average of y and x. μ(x) is called regression
function as y on x, or simply called regression as y on x.
If relation of μ(x) and x is linear, μ(x) = a + bx, the prob-
lem of estimating the mathematical expectation of y by a
linear function a + bx is known as simple linear regression
problem. According to simple regression theory linear re-
gression model can be shown as:

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

y = a + bx + E
E ∼ N(0, σ2), for a, b, σ2 have no relation with x

(1)

If â, b̂ are written as the estimated value of a, b, the
estimated value of a + bx is â + b̂x, and it can be denoted as
ŷ ,that is ŷ = â + b̂x. It is called a linear regression equation
of y on x, â, b̂ are called the regression coefficients.

According to simple linear regression theory, the uni-
formly minimum variance linear unbiased estimate of a, b
(Best Linear Unbiased Estimate) is the least-square estima-
tion of a, b. Therefore, a given set of sample values (xi, yi)
can get that the least-square estimations of a, b is:
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

â = ȳ + b̂x̄

b̂ = Lxy

Lxx

(2)

Of which,
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Lxx =
∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2 =
∑n

i=1 x2
i − nx̄2

Lxy =
∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ) =
∑n

i=1 xiyi − nx̄ȳ
(3)

Set Q(a, b) =
∑n

i=1(yi − a − bxi)2, demand Q(a, b) on
the a and b partial derivatives, and set them to be zero. Then
we can get:
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

∂Q
∂a = −2

∑n
i=1(yi − a − bxi) = 0

∂Q
∂b = −2

∑n
i=1(yi − a − bxi) = 0

(4)

Order The system of equations to get:
⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

na + nx̄b = nȳ

nx̄ +
∑n

i=1 x2
i b =

∑n
i=1 xiyi

(5)

Solve the equations can get the value of â and b̂.

4.2 Time Consumed Comparison for OpenOffice.org Be-
fore and after Optimization

In order to verify the correctness and effectiveness of the
algorithm in the above asynchronous importing documents,
recompilation [12] and setup the modified OpenOffice.org
suite. After that, we design the following experiment.

1. Selecting PPT documents with different pages, we
choose the pages of PPT documents are 20, 50, 100, 200,
400, 800 and 1600.

2. In order to make little different contents in each slide
of each document, the same master plate and basically the
same content in each slide will be used. In this way the
negative impact of experimental results caused by different
contents will be reduced.

3. Due to man-made reasons, there is error in each
measurement of importing time, so the approach of repeated
measurements and taking average can be used to reduce er-
ror.

4. The hardware conditions used in the experiment
are: CPU: Intel (R) Core T M2 Duo P8600, Main frequency:
2.4 GHZ, Memory: 3 G, Operating System: Windows XP
Professional SP3, OpenOffice.org version: 3.1

MATLAB is a high-level language and interactive en-
vironment that enables you to perform computationally in-
tensive tasks faster than with traditional programming lan-
guages. In this paper, MATLAB is used to analyze data and
draw graphics: regress, a library function, is used to perform
regression calculation, and plot function, legend function is
used to graphics drawing.

The Table 2 and Table 3 is the experimental data. They
are the time consumed [13] comparison for OpenOffice.org
importing different sizes of documents before and after us-
ing asynchronous importing methods, of which Table 2 is
the time consumed before optimization and Table 3 is the
time consumed after using the asynchronous importing al-
gorithm.

Bringing the values before optimization into Eq. (1),
the regression equation before optimization is:

Table 2 Time consumed in loading PPT documents with different num-
ber of pages in OpenOffice.org after optimization (unit: millisecond).

Pages 1st 2nd 3rd Average
20 2101 2311 2399 2370
50 3455 3699 3770 3641
100 5915 5761 5633 5770
200 10316 10464 10095 10292
400 20898 21061 20854 20937
800 48656 48576 48526 48587
1600 111116 106353 106118 107862
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Table 3 Time consumed in loading PPT documents with different num-
ber of pages in OpenOffice.org after optimization (unit: millisecond).

Pages 1st 2nd 3rd Average
20 1130 1310 1424 1288
50 1613 1698 1802 1704
100 2206 2343 2466 2338
200 3694 3517 3527 3579
400 6790 6674 6970 6811
800 16265 16567 17112 16648
1600 46637 46534 47897 47022

Fig. 3 Histogram of time consumed comparison for OpenOffice.org.

ŷbe f ore = −1819.8 + 66.9x (6)

Bringing the values after optimization into Eq. (1), the
regression equation after optimization is:

ŷa f ter = −1572.3 + 28.5x (7)

It can be seen from the slope of the regression equa-
tion that the optimized slope is much less than the slope
before optimization, which explicates the optimized growth
rate is much smaller than that before optimization. Suppose
that the slope before optimization is k1, and the optimized
slope is k2, then k1/k2 � 3, Therefore, the method of asyn-
chronous importing algorithm described in this paper makes
the speed of loading PPT documents nearly 3 times faster
in OpenOffice.org, which is consistent with observations of
the conclusion.

Through the analysis of the above experimental data,
the variation tendency can be seen from histogram and
graphical chart drawn in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. It can be seen
from the figures that with the increase of the numbers of pre-
sentations’ pages, the time of OpenOffice.org loading doc-
uments also increases with an approximate linear growth;
and It can be seen that the optimal time for OpenOffice.org
loading documents has a huge reduction, which is basically
1
3 of time consumed before optimization.

4.3 OpenOffice.org vs MS Office

In the same experiment settings, we collect statistics about
time consumed in loading PPT documents with different

Fig. 4 Graphical chart of time consumed comparison for
OpenOffice.org.

Table 4 Time consumed in loading PPT documents with different num-
ber of pages in MS Office.

Pages 1st 2nd 3rd Average
20 1913 1842 1882 1879
50 2066 1931 2006 2001
100 3177 3053 3147 3126
200 5594 5491 5341 5475
400 6970 6487 6138 6532
800 14465 13973 13727 14055
1600 31212 30689 30683 30861

Fig. 5 Graphical chart of time consumed comparison for OpenOffice.org
and MS Office.

number of pages in MS Office 2007. The results are listed
in Table 4.

Bringing the values of time consumed to Eq. (1), we
can get a regression equation:

ŷMS = 927.6 + 18.12x (8)

By analyzing and comparing data in Table 4, Table 3
and Table 2, a diagram can be drawn, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

The diagram shows that, with the increase of the num-
ber of pages, time consumed in loading documents is in-
creasing for both OpenOffice.org and MS Office, and that
after optimization, they consume almost a same period of
time. In this way, user-friendliness of OpenOffice.org has
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been improved greatly, making a big step forward in the
completion with MS Office.

4.4 Discussion

Compared with MS Office, OpenOffice.org has many advan-
tages: it is platform independent, free, and has its standard
of file formats. Besides, it can be updated more frequently.
However, it takes more time to load a document, and its
interface is not so user-friendly. After the adoption of the
asynchronous loading algorithm put forward in this paper,
the gap of loading speed between OpenOffice.org and MS
Office has been bridged. Although the above experiment is
conducted in the same hardware environment, and the same
documents are used, the startup items may be different for
MS Office and OpenOffice.org, which may lead to inaccu-
racy of the results. Disabling all the startup items of both can
reduce the time consumed, and at the same time the results
may be more precise. However, users generally don’t dis-
able all those items of their own accord, and these items are
not the major factors influencing the loading of documents.
In addition, experiment errors occur inevitably. Therefore,
maintaining the default settings while testing meets the re-
quirement of the experiment better.

5. Conclusion

Through the analysis and research of the process of load-
ing documents in OpenOffice.org, the algorithm of asyn-
chronous loading documents is presented in this paper, and
this algorithm is applied into the process of loading the
PPT document in OpenOffice.org. According to the exper-
imental results of asynchronous importing PPT document
in OpenOffice.org, we can conclude that the proposed al-
gorithm can greatly improve the speed of loading the docu-
ment in OpenOffice.org. In terms of loading other formats of
documents in OpenOffice.org, the algorithm is equally effec-
tive, only replacing the corresponding filters and the loading
class. Thus, the proposed algorithm of asynchronous im-
porting documents in OpenOffice.org is universal and quite
effective. Because OpenOffice.org is a cross-platform office
software, and it can be operated in different platforms of op-
erating systems, and the proposed asynchronous loading al-
gorithm in this paper is the optimization within the internal
OpenOffice.org, it can be compiled on different platforms to
improve the loading speeds
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